In a globally connected marketplace, you need much more than a point solution at the plant level. You need to improve efficiencies across multiple plants, introduce controls on business transactions globally, and provide access to information for distributed users. You need a truly scalable enterprise management solution that supports informed decision making while ensuring localized regulatory compliance.

**Ultimate Scalability**
Plex Enterprise scales as your business does. No matter how complex or geographically distributed your business is, Plex Enterprise significantly cuts the cost and time of setting up your ERP system – so that you can go back to focus on your business. Plex Enterprise makes its advanced functionality available to new entities immediately, reducing time to value.

**Real Time Visibility**
Plex Enterprise delivers real time visibility of transactions across global locations – supporting better-informed business decisions. The embedded business intelligence framework reduces training time, so users can tap into its complete, role-based library of reports and dashboards, globally. And based on permissions, users can produce reports individually for an entity or for the entire enterprise.

**Superior Control**
Plex Enterprise delivers efficiencies, control and economies of scale to your business. Whether you run a centralized or a distributed operation, you can take advantage of inter-entity transactions and localized tax compliance. Plex Enterprise enables your business with centralized administration of financial and supply chain transactions, retaining accounting integrity and ensuring corporate cash control.

“With Plex all 1,200 users can access the same information, produce the same reports, and make critical decisions more quickly... The applications allow management to view consolidated financials at any time and make accurate, real-time allocations across the company.”

DENNIS HODGES
CIO, Inteva Products
THE PLEX MANUFACTURING CLOUD
Build Your Business on a Solid Foundation

Entity Management
- Define hierarchical relationships between entities for inter-entity transactions.
- Control user access at individual and entity group level for complete audit trail reporting.
- Support regional tax structures and calculations, for global expansion.

Centralized Purchasing
- Issue a consolidated purchase order, taking advantage of bulk purchase terms, consistent pricing and a single point supplier relationship.
- Issue internal purchase orders among sister companies, automatically creating sales orders and releases in a connected enterprise.

Corporate Cash Management
- Process AP payments on behalf of connected entities, taking advantage of bulk terms.
- Process AR receipts for invoices from all connected entities for cash flow optimization.
- Reconcile bank transactions across all connected entities for centralized control.

Centralized Sales
- Negotiate and enforce enterprise-wide customer credit limits, no matter which entity fulfills the order.
- Maintain one centralized catalog price list for all items across the enterprise.
- Accept sales orders from customers in one centralized location, even though connected entities will fulfill these orders.

Centralized Accounting
- Customize chart of accounts across multiple entities.
- Automate inter-entity GL journal entries and inventory transfers, using contra accounts.
- Consolidate all or a partial set of accounts based on defined entity relationships.
- Report in real time at individual or consolidated entity level, with drill down to the originating transaction.

Plex delivers snapshots of financial information and business trends for your company with interactive drill-downs providing informed decision-making support right down to transaction level.